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In this work we present an experimental realization of resonance switching inside a large, relative to the
lattice constant, sonic crystal (SC) cavity. The resonances arise from a temporary trapping of the acous-
tical energy between two sonic crystal slabs when the frequency of the wave falls within a partial band-
gap region (thus, the propagation inside the sonic crystal is inhibited for normal incidence and a total
reflection occurs). We show that by modifying the geometry of the sonic crystal lattice, from square to
centered rectangular, it is possible to switch some resonances on and off, for a certain frequency region
corresponding to the second band-gap for normal incidence. We also study the generalization of this phe-
nomenon for the same lattice and band-gap region, as a function of the length of the cavity and the filling
fraction the lattice.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Acoustic wave propagation in periodic composite materials, i.e.,
sonic crystals (SCs), has attracted substantial attention during the
last two decades. A SC consists of a periodic lattice of acoustic scat-
terers embedded in a background acoustic medium. This particular
structure exhibits many remarkable properties, such as the exis-
tence of forbidden frequency ranges (band-gaps) [1], negative
refraction [2], birefraction [3], and self-collimation [4], that can
lead to applications ranging from sound barriers [5] to acoustic
lenses [4] and energy harvesters [6]. Further, as the acoustic prop-
erties of the SCs depend solely on their geometric parameters,
changes in the shape of the two dimensional lattice or of the scat-
terers can lead to changes in their acoustical properties.

In this way, tunable SCs could be devised, leading to potential
technological applications. Different realizations of tunable SCs
with variable geometry have been proposed so far, including rotat-
ing rods [7–10], tubular cylindrical inclusions [11], magnetoelastic
[12] and elastomeric materials [13]. However, in these applications
only transmission properties were exploited, while reflective prop-
erties, in contrast, remain less studied [14,15]. It has been shown
that incident acoustic waves with frequencies within the band-
gap region are totally reflected back, since propagation inside the
sonic crystal is inhibited [14]. This kind of reflection is observed
both for full band-gaps (the propagation inside the SC is inhibited
for all incidence angles) and partial band-gaps (the propagation is
inhibited only for a range of incidence angles).

Also, the possibility of devising a SC resonant cavity using the
band-gap total reflection has been recently proposed both theoret-
ically [16] and experimentally [17]. In Spiousas et al. [16] it was
further proposed that the resonances of the cavity can be tuned
by changing the geometry of the SC lattice.

The resonances in the SC cavity arise from the interplay
between the frequency and angular-dependent reflectivity of the
sonic crystal and the geometry of the cavity. As it was shown in
Alberti et al. [17], the total reflection of the acoustical waves for
all angles of incidence that occurs within the full band-gap fre-
quency region gives rise to axial and tangential modes (as would
occur in an ordinary two-dimensional cavity) but also to other ’ex-
otic’ modes for which the SC wall and the cavity cannot be
decoupled.

The fact that the occurrence of many of these resonances can be
modified (tuned or switched on and off) by changing the geometry
of the SC lattice only, without changing the cavity dimensions,
makes the modal analysis of a sonic crystal cavity an interesting
subject for study.

In this work, we will study the simplest realization of resonance
switching within a SC cavity, formed by two parallel SC walls and
an (almost) planar transducer in between. The SCs are made by a
two-dimensional array of rigid cylinders. In this way, we intend
to advance in the understanding of the modal structure of the cav-
ity, through comparisons with theoretical models and modifica-
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tions on the geometry of the SC walls. In particular, we will concen-
trate on a normal-incidence partial band-gap for which the axial
modes can be switched on and off by displacing rows of cylinders.
Even when the tuning requires a physical contact with the sample,
it is probably one of the clearest implementations of resonance
switching of mechanical waves, achievable by simple means.
2. Apparatus and methods

The experimental setup consisted of two SC slabs (13 � 6 cylin-
ders each, with radii of 1:27 cm and lattice constant a ¼ 3:33 cm)
placed parallel and 59 cm apart from each other. The SC cavity
was mounted inside a wooden box covered by sound-absorbing
panels (pyramid polyurethane acoustical foam, 35 mm). In Fig. 1a
we display the box with the top plate removed. Since we are study-
ing frequencies above 3 kHz, the absorption coefficients of the
walls are all above 0.97 (data provided by the manufacturer). A
custom-made plane ionic transducer (21.5 cm wide � 30 cm high)
[18] placed in the middle of the box was used as the acoustic
source. Due to its constructive characteristics, the transducer emits
roughly-plane wavefronts and operates effectively as a volume
velocity source with both monopolar and dipolar components,
allowing it to excite modal resonances both with zero and maxi-
mum particle displacement at its center.

The acoustic field inside the cavity was recorded using a micro-
phone (Brüel & Kjær type 4133) inserted through the top plate of
the box with its capsule located at half height of the ionic trans-
ducer. Measurements were made along a central line perpendicu-
lar to the SC slabs (yellow dashed line in Fig. 1a), covering
distances to the source between 3 and 25 cm in 100 equal steps.
We also made measurements along ten lines parallel to the central
measurement line, up to 5 cm away in both directions. We checked
that no noticeable differences were found between the results
obtained from different lines, and therefore in the following we
will refer only to results obtained from the central line.

Measurements were made for two different geometries of the
SC walls: square lattice (‘null-displacement’ condition, d0, Fig. 1b)
Fig. 1. (a) Plan view of the cavity under study, showing two parallel SC slabs and a pl
measurement points. (b) and (c) display schematically the geometries of the lattices exp
centered rectangular lattices, respectively) and (d) and (e) their corresponding bang dia
band gap. (f) and (g) provide details of the corresponding irreducible Brillouin zones and
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
and centered rectangular lattice (‘maximum-displacement’ condi-
tion, dmax, Fig. 1c). This last condition is obtained from the square
lattice by displacing one every two rows a distance of a=2. The
band diagrams associated with each geometry are displayed in
Fig. 1d and e, along with the frequency regions covered by the total
(dark gray) and partial (light gray) band-gaps studied in this letter.
As it can be seen from the Figure, the null-displacement condition
exhibits two band-gaps (BG): a full one ranging from 5:41 to
6:50 kHz and a partial one covering from 8:37 to 10:43 kHz. For
the maximum displacement condition the total BG remains almost
unchanged while the partial BG vanishes.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 summarizes the results obtained from the experimental
measurements for the (a) null-displacement and (b) maximum-
displacement conditions. The vertical axis corresponds to the dis-
tance from the source to the measuring points along the central
line (see Fig. 1a), and the horizontal axis spans the frequency range
of interest, from 3 to 11 kHz. The color scale represents sound pres-
sure in dB in arbitrary units. For the first configuration (null-
displacement) two groups of resonances can be identified, covering
frequencies corresponding to a full (from 3 to 6.5 kHz, approxi-
mately) or partial (roughly from 8 to 10 kHz) BG, as can be seen
from the band diagram (Fig. 1d). However, while the lower fre-
quency resonances remains in the displaced configuration, those
resonances corresponding to the partial BG are absent. This is con-
sistent with the band diagram for the centered rectangular lattice
(Fig. 1e).

In order to compare these results with the theoretical predic-
tions, we carried out numerical simulations of an equivalent
two-dimensional system employing the multiple-scattering theory
(MST) method. Upon calculating the acoustic field in the same spa-
tial and spectral regions covered by the measurements, the sound
pressure level (SPL) was averaged along the central line. This mag-
nitude is displayed in Fig. 2c and d with blue (color online) lines. As
a comparison, we display the same magnitude obtained from
ane acoustic transducer between them. The yellow dotted line corresponds to the
lored (null and maximum displacement of cylinders, corresponding to square and

grams. Regions painted in light (dark) gray indicate the presence of a partial (total)
basis vectors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
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Fig. 2. Measured sound pressure level for (a) the null and (b) maximum
displacement conditions for the sonic crystal cavity described in Fig. 1, as a
function of frequency and distance from the source. Average sound pressure levels
from experiments (red line) and numerical calculations (blue line) are displayed for
(c) null displacement and (d) maximum displacement conditions. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. (a) Representation of the parameter space regions where the switching
effect occurs, either totally (inner gray regions) or partially (outer gray regions). The
color scale represents the amount of resonances present for each ðL=a; r=aÞ pair, for
the d0 configuration. As an example (b) and (c) display the locations of the observed
resonances (black dots) for L=a ¼ 16 for each value of r=a, for maximum and null
displacements, respectively. Dark lines demarcate normal incidence band gap
regions calculated using plane wave expansion, within which the resonances are
expected to be observed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
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experimental data in red (color online) lines, which offers a good
correspondence with the theoretical results both in terms of peaks
localization and relative amplitude. The most substantial result is
the vanishing of the resonances corresponding to the partial band
gap region when the dmax configuration is adopted, something
which stands out both in the experimental and theoretical data.

The fact that some resonances can be ‘turned off’ via a simple
manipulation of the lattice geometry enables the system to func-
tion as an acoustic switching mechanism. In order for this mecha-
nism to be effective, a number of modal resonances should be
contained in the BG for one configuration and not for the other
one. This fact sets the basic design rules for such a device. First,
the ‘center’ and width of the normal incidence BG have to be deter-
mined by setting the lattice constant (a) and the ratio between the
radius and the lattice constant (r=a), i. e. the filling fraction of the
lattice [19], respectively; and second, the amount of modal fre-
quencies falling in that frequency range has to be determined by
adjusting the distance between walls (L).

Then, to assess the robustness and generality of this phe-
nomenon, we employed MST for exploring the behavior of this
device for a parameter space defined by the normalized separation
between the walls (L=a) and the normalized radii of the cylinders
(r=a). The ranges of values explored were 4:55 < L=a < 27:44 and
0:20 < r=a < 0:47 (the values corresponding to the experimental
setup are L=a ¼ 8:86 and r=a ¼ 0:38).
In this context, we proceeded to determine the existence of
switching following these criteria: if at least one resonance could
be found for d0 while dmax showed none, then we considered ‘total’
switching; if both configurations displayed peaks but the amount
for d0 was at least three times higher than for dmax, then we consid-
ered ‘partial’ switching. A resonance was considered whenever a
local maximum of the average SPL was higher than 22 dB and with
a prominence of at least 4 dB relative to its neighboring peaks (as
implemented in the findpeaks.m MATLAB� function).

The contour map in Fig. 3a represents the number of resonances
on the second normal-incidence BG for the d0 configuration, found
through the numerical procedure described before, as a function of
L=a and r=a. For the parameters space explored, the number of
peaks ranged from 0 to 12. The regions for ‘total’ (darker shaded
area) and ‘partial’ (lighter shaded area) switching effect, according
to the criteria defined before, appear overprinted on this figure.
Furthermore, the regions defined here give us a complete descrip-
tion of what combination of cylinder radius and wall separation,
for a given lattice constant, allows the device to maximize the
switching effect. For example, for r=a ¼ 0:4 and L=a ¼ 16 the device
would allow seven resonances for the d0 condition while no reso-
nances are allowed for the dmax condition.

In Fig. 3b and c we show an example of the switching behavior
for L=a ¼ 16. In these figures the vertical axis still represents r=a
while the horizontal axis now corresponds to the normalized fre-
quency k=a, and the color code for the average SPL in dB. Fig. 3b
and c correspond to this diagram for the d0 and dmax conditions,
respectively, and the resonances are marked with a black dot. Solid
black lines delimit the normal-incidence BG regions as obtained
from the plane wave expansion method. As can be seen, the BG
region width for r=a ¼ 0:4 becomes narrower making the number
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of resonances contained within that region to shift from seven to
zero, enabling the device to work as a ‘total’ acoustic switch, as
predicted in Fig. 3a.

4. Conclusions

A cavity with sonic crystal walls was built in order to study its
modal behavior. Upon obtaining the transfer function of the sys-
tem we observed that it effectively operates as a band pass filter,
trapping between the walls the acoustic waves with frequencies
falling into a band gap and permitting the dissipation of the
remaining stimuli through the borders. The modal behavior was
thus found to be the combination of two factors: those resonances
corresponding to modal frequencies according to the characteristic
distance between the walls and the amplitude modulation intro-
duced on them by the sonic crystal slabs. After studying the
responses for two different types of sonic crystals (square and cen-
tered rectangular lattices) we found that a set of modal frequencies
corresponding to a partial BG disappeared for the second case, thus
suggesting the possibility of implementing a geometry-based
acoustic switch. We explored the space parameter that character-
izes the system finding those geometrical parameters which opti-
mize the desired effect. This implementation can be used as a
configurable band pass filter in analog acoustic circuitry or as a
possible approach towards logic gates in digital acoustic circuitry
programming.
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